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An analysis of the codification practices of bibliographic descriptions reveals a multiplicity of ways to solve the problem of the special processing of certain characters within a bibliographic element.

To obtain a clear insight into this subject, a review of the techniques used in different systems is given. The basic principles of each technique are stated, examples are given, and advantages and disadvantages are weighed. Simple local applications as well as more ambitious shared cataloging projects are considered.

INTRODUCTION

Effective library automation should be based on a one-time manual input of the bibliographic descriptions, with multiple output functions. These objectives may be met by introducing a logical coding technique. The higher the requirements of the output, the more sophisticated the storage coding has to be. In most cases a simple identification of the bibliographic elements is not sufficient. The requirement of a minimum of flexibility in filing and printing operations necessitates the ability to locate certain groups of characters within these elements. It is our aim, in this article, to give a review of the techniques solving this last problem.

As an introduction, the basic bibliographic element coding methods are roughly schematized in the first section. According to the precision in the element identification, a distinction is made between two groups, called respectively field level and subfield level systems. The second section contains discussions on the techniques for special processing of data within bibliographic text. Three basic groups are treated: the duplication method, the internal coding techniques, and the automatic handling techniques. The different studies are illustrated with examples of existing systems. For the field level projects we confined ourselves to some important German and Belgian applications. In the choice of the subfield level systems, which are MARC II based, we tried to be more complete. Most of the cited applications, for practical reasons, only concern the treatment of monographs. This cannot be seen as a limitation because the methods discussed are very
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Techniques for Special Processing may be used for other material. Each system which has recourse to different special processing techniques is discussed in terms of each of these techniques, enabling one to get a realistic overview of the problem. In the last section, a table of the systems versus the techniques used is given. The material studied in this paper provided us with the necessary background for building an internal coding technique in our internal processing format.

FIELD LEVEL SYSTEMS

The most rudimentary projects of catalog automation are limited to a coarse division of the bibliographic description into broad fields. These are marked by special supplied codes and cover the basic elements of author, title, imprint, collation, etc. In some of the field level systems, a bibliographic element may be further differentiated according to a more specific content designation, or according to a function identification. For instance, the author element can be split up into personal name and corporate name, or a distinction can be made between a main entry, an added entry, a reference, etc.

This approach supports only the treatment of each identified bibliographic element as a whole for all necessary processing operations, filing and printing included. This explains why, in certain applications, some of the bibliographic elements are duplicated, under a variant form, according to the subsequent treatments reflected in the output functions. Details on this will be discussed later. Here we only mention as an example the Deutsche Bibliographie and the project developed at the University of Bochum.1-4

It is evident that these procedures are limited in their possibilities and are not economical if applied to very voluminous bibliographic files. For this reason, at the same time, more sophisticated systems, using internal coding techniques, came into existence. These allow one to perform separate operations within a bibliographic element, based on a special indication of certain character strings within the text. As there is an overlap in the types of internal coding techniques used in the field level systems and in the subfield level systems, this problem will later be studied as a whole. We limit ourselves to citing some projects falling under this heading. As German applications we have the Deutsche Bibliographie and the BIKAS system.5 In Belgium the programs of the Quetelet Fonds may be mentioned.6,7

SUBFIELD LEVEL SYSTEMS

In a subfield level system the basic bibliographic elements, separated into fields, are further subdivided into smaller logical units called subfields. For instance, a personal name is broken into a surname, a forename, a numeration, a title, etc. Such a working method provides access to smaller logical units and will greatly facilitate the functions of extraction, sup-
pression, and transposition. Thus, more flexibility in the processing of the bibliographic records is obtained.

As is well known, the Library of Congress accomplished the pioneering work in developing the MARC II format: the communications format and the internal processing format.8–11 These will be called MARC LC and a distinction between the two will only be made if necessary. The MARC LC project originated in the context of a shared cataloging program and immediately served as a model in different national bibliographies and in public and university libraries. In this paper we will discuss BNB MARC of the British National Bibliography, the NYPL automated bibliographic system of the New York Public Library, MONOCLE of the library of the University of Grenoble, Canadian MARC, and FBR (Forma Bibliothecae Regiae), the internal processing format of the Royal Library of Belgium.12–21

In order to further optimize the coding of a bibliographic description, the Library of Congress also provided for each field two special codes, called indicators. The function of these indicators differs from field to field. For example, in a personal name one of the indicators describes the type of name, to wit: forename, single surname, multiple surname, and name of family. Some of the indicators may act as an internal code.

In spite of the well-considered structuring of the bibliographic data in the subfield level systems, not all library objectives may yet be satisfied. To reduce the remaining limitations, some approaches similar to those elaborated in field level systems are supplied. Some (NYPL, MARC LC internal format, and Canadian MARC) have, or will have, in a very limited way, recourse to a procedure of duplication of subfields or fields. All cited systems, except NYPL, use to a greater or lesser degree internal coding techniques. Finally some subfield level systems automatically solve certain filing problems by computer algorithms. This option was taken by NYPL, MARC LC, and BNB MARC. Each of these methods will be discussed in detail in the next section.

TECHNIQUES FOR SPECIAL PROCESSING OF DATA

Methods for special treatment of words or characters within bibliographic text were for the most part introduced to support exact file arrangement procedures and printing operations. In order to give concrete form to the following explanation, we will illustrate some complex cases. Each example contains the printing form and the filing form according to specific cataloging practices for some bibliographic elements.

Consider the titles in examples 1, 2, and 3, and the surnames in examples 4, 5, and 6.

Example 1: L' Automation des bibliothèques

AUTOMATION BIBLIOTHEQUES

Example 2: Bulletin della R. Accademia Medica di Roma

BOLLETINO ACCADEMIA MEDICA ROMA
We do not intend, in this paper, to review the well-known basic rules for building a sort key (the translation of lowercase characters to uppercase, the completion of numerics, etc.). Our attention is directed to the character strings that file differently than they are spelled in the printing form. The methods developed to meet these problems are of a very different nature. For reasons of space, not all the examples will be reconsidered in every case; only those most meaningful for the specific application will be chosen.

**Duplication Methods**

We briefly repeat that this method consists of the duplication of certain bibliographic elements in variant forms, each of them exactly corresponding to a certain type of treatment. In Bochum, the title data are handled in this way. One field, called "Sachtitel," contains the filing form of the title followed by the year of edition. Another field, named "Titelbeschreibung," includes the printing form of the title and the other elements necessary for the identification of a work (statements of authorship, edition statement, imprint, series statement, etc.). To apply this procedure to examples 1, 2, and 3, the different forms of each title respectively have to be stored in a printing field and in a sorting field. Analogous procedures are, in a more limited way, employed in the Deutsche Bibliographie. For instance, in addition to the imprint, the name of the publisher is stored in a separate field to facilitate the creation of publisher indexes. The technique of the duplication of bibliographic elements has also been considered in subfield level systems. The NYPL format furnishes a filing subfield in those fields needed for the creation of the sort key. This special subfield is generally created by program, although in exceptional cases manual input may be necessary. In the filing subfield the text is preceded by a special character indicating whether or not the subfield has been introduced manually. MARC LC (internal format) and Canadian MARC opt for a more flexible approach in which the filing information is specified with the same precision as the other information. The sorting data are stored in complete fields containing, among others, the same subfields as the corresponding original field.

Because in most subfield level systems the number of different fields is much higher than in field level systems, the duplication method becomes more intricate. Provision of a separately coded field for each normal field
which may need filing information is excluded. Only one filing field is supplied, which is repeatable and stored after the other fields. In order to link the sorting fields with the original fields, specific procedures have been devised. MARC LC, for instance, reserves one byte per field, the sorting field code, to announce the presence or the absence of a related sorting field. The link between the fields themselves is placed in a special subfield of the filing field.\(^{22}\) In the supposition that examples 3 and 4 originate from the same bibliographical description, this method may be illustrated schematically as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sorting field</th>
<th>code</th>
<th>sequence number</th>
<th>data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tag 100</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$a$Mc Kelvy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag 245</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$a$IBM 360 Assembler Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag 880</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$a$ja$1001$MacKelvy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag 880</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$a$ja$2451$I B M Three hundred sixty Assembler Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is well known, the personal author and title fields are coded respectively as tag 100 and tag 245. Tag 880 defines a filing field. In the second column, the letter x identifies the presence of a related sorting field. The third column contains a tag sequence number needed for the unequivocal identification of a field. In the last column the sign $ is a delimiter. The first $ is followed by the different subfield codes. The other delimiters initiate the subsequent subfields. In tag 100 and 245, the first subfields contain the surname and the short title respectively. In tag 880 the first subfield gives the identification number of the related original field. The further subfield subdivision is exactly the same as in the original fields. In Canadian MARC a slightly different approach has been worked out. Note that in neither of the last two projects has this technique been implemented yet.

For an evaluation of the duplication method different means of application must be considered. If not systematically used for several bibliographic elements, the method is very easy at input. The cataloger can fill in the data exactly as they are; no special codes must be imbedded in the text. But it is easy to understand that a more frequent need of duplicated data renders the cataloging work very cumbersome. In regard to information processing, this method consumes much storage space. First, a certain percentage of the data is repeated; second, in the most complete approach of the subfield level systems, space is needed for identifying and linking information. For instance, in MARC LC, one byte per field is provided containing the sorting field code, even if no filing information at all is present. Finally, programming efforts are also burdened by the need for special linking procedures.

In order to minimize the use of the duplication technique, the cited systems reduce their application in different ways. Bochum simplified its cataloging rules in order to limit its use to title information. As will be explained further, the Deutsche Bibliographie also has recourse to internal
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coding techniques. NYPL, MARC LC, and Canadian MARC only call on it if other more efficient methods (see later) fail. They also make an attempt to adapt existing cataloging practices to an unmodified machine handling of nonduplicated and minimally coded data.

Internal Coding Techniques

Separators

Separators are special codes introduced within the text, identifying the characters to be treated in a special way. A distinction can be made among four procedures.

1. Simple separators. With this method, each special action to be performed on a limited character string is indicated by a group of two identical separators, each represented as a single special sign. Illustration on examples 2, 3, 4, and 6 gives:

   Example 2: £Bolletino £¢Bulletino della R. ¢Accademia Medica ¢di ¢Roma

   Example 3: £IBM three hundred sixty £¢IBM 360 ¢Assembler Language

   Example 4: M£a£c¢ ¢Kelvy

   Example 6: Martin du¢ ¢card

   The characters enclosed between each group of two corresponding codes £ must be omitted for printing operations. In the same way the characters enclosed between two corresponding codes ¢ are to be ignored in the process of filing. In the case that only the starting position of a special action has to be indicated, one separator is sufficient. For instance, if in example 1 we limit ourselves to coding the first character to be taken into account for filing operations, we have:

   Example 1: L'£Automation des bibliothèques

   where a slash is used as sorting instruction code.

   The simple separator method has tempting positive aspects. Occupying a minimum of storage space (maximum two bytes for each instruction), the technique gives a large range of processing possibilities. Indeed, excluding the limitation on the number of special signs available as separators, no other restrictions are imposed. This argument will be rated at its true worth only after evaluation of the multiple function separators method and of the indicator techniques. The major disadvantage of the simple separator method lies in its slowness of exploitation. In fact, for every treatment to be performed, each data element which may contain special codes has to be scanned, character by character, to localize the separators within the text and to enable the execution of the appropriate instructions. For example, in the case of a printing operation, the program has to identify the parts of the text to be considered and to remove all separators. The sluggishness of
execution was for some, as for Canadian MARC, a reason to disapprove this method. As already mentioned, another handicap with cataloging applications is the loss of a number of characters caused by their use as special codes. It is self-evident that each character needed as a separator cannot be used as an ordinary character in the text. For Bochum this was a motive to reject this method.

Many of the field level systems with internal codes have recourse to simple separators. We mention the Deutsche Bibliographie, in which some separators indicate the keywords serving for automatic creation of indexes and others give the necessary commands for font changes in photocomposition applications. In order to reduce the number of special signs, the Deutsche Bibliographie also duplicates certain bibliographic data. BIKAS uses simple separators for filing purposes. The technique is also employed in subfield level systems. In MONOCLE each title field contains a slash, indicating the first character to be taken into account for filing.

2. Multiple function separators. Designed by the British, the technique of the multiple function separators was adopted in MONOCLE. The basic idea consists of the use of one separator characteristic for instructing multiple actions. In the case of MONOCLE these actions are printing only, filing only, and both printing and filing. In order to give concrete form to this method we apply it to examples 3, 4, and 6, using a vertical bar as special code.

Example 3: |IBM 360|I B M three hundred sixty |Assem bler Language
Example 4: M|c|ac|Kelvy
Example 6: Martin du|J|Gard

The so-called three-bar filing system divides a data element into the following parts:

| data to be filed and printed | data to be printed only | data to be filed only | data to be filed and printed |

In comparison with the simple separator technique, this method has the advantage of needing fewer special characters. A gain of storage space cannot be assumed directly. As is the case in example 6, if only one special instruction is needed, the set of three separators must still be used. On the other hand, one must note that a repetition of identical groups of multiple function separators within one data element must be avoided. Subsequent use of these codes leads to very unclear representations of the text and may cause faulty data storage. This can well be proved if the necessary groups of three bars are inserted in examples 1 and 2. Of the studied systems, MONOCLE is the only one to use this method.

3. Separators with indicators. As mentioned in the description of subfield level systems, two indicators are added for each field present. In
order to speed up the processing time in separator applications, indicators may be exploited. In MONOCLE the presence or the absence of three bars in a subfield is signalled by an indicator at the beginning of the corresponding field. This avoids the systematic search for separators within all the subfields that may contain special codes.

The number of indicators being limited, it is self-evident that in certain fields they may already be used for other purposes. As a result, some of the separators will be identified at the beginning of the field and others not. This leads to a certain heterogeneity in the general system concept which complicates the programming efforts.

Under this heading, we have mentioned the use of indicators only in connection with multiple function separators. Note that this procedure could be applied as well in simple separator methods. Nevertheless, none of the subfield level systems performs in this fashion because it is not necessary for the particular applications. This method is not followed in the field level systems as no indicators are provided.

4. Compound separators. A means of avoiding the second disadvantage of the simple separator technique is to represent each separator by a two-character code: the first one, a delimiter, identifies the presence of the separator and is common to each of them; the second one, a normal character, identifies the separator's characteristic. Taking the sign £ as delimiter and indicating the functions of nonprinting and nonfiling respectively by the characters a and b, examples 2 and 4 give in this case:

Example 2: £ aBolletino £ a£ bBulletino della R. £ bAccademia
Medica £ bdi £ bRoma
Example 4: M £ aa £ ac £ b £ bKelvy

Thus the number of reserved special characters is reduced to one, independent of the number of different types of separators needed. In none of the considered projects is this technique used, probably because of the amount of storage space wasted.

Indicators

As the concept of adding indicators in a bibliographic record format is an innovation of MARC LC, the methods described under this heading concern only subfield level systems. Although at the moment of the creation of MARC LC one did not anticipate the systematic use of indicators for filing, its adherents made good use of them for this purpose.

1. Personal name type indicator. As mentioned earlier, in MARC LC one of the indicators, in the field of a personal name, provides information on the name type. This enables one to realize special file arrangements. For example, in the case of homonyms, the names consisting only of a forename can be filed before identical surnames. Using the same indicator, an exact sort sequence can be obtained for
single surnames, including prefixes. Knowing that the printing form of example 5 is a single surname, the program for building the sort key can ignore the two spaces. The systems derived from MARC LC developed analog indicator codifications adapted to their own requirements.

This seems to be an elegant method for solving particular filing problems in personal names. Nevertheless, its possibilities are not large enough to give full satisfaction. For instance, example 6 gives a multiple surname with prefix in the second part of the name. The statement of multiple surname in the indicator does not give enough information to create the exact sort form. Because of this shortcoming, MONOCLE had recourse to the technique called "separators with indicators."

2. Indicators identifying the beginning of filing text. BNB MARC reserves one indicator in the title field for identification of the first character of the title to be considered for filing. This indicator is a digit between zero and nine, giving the number of characters to be skipped at the beginning of the text. Applying this technique to example 1, the corresponding filing indicator must have the value three. Without having recourse to other working methods, this title sorts as:

Example 1: AUTOMATION DES BIBLIOTHEQUES

Notice that the article des still remains in the filing form.

This procedure has the advantage of being very economical in storage space and in processing time. Moreover the text is not cluttered with extraneous characters. On the other hand we must disapprove of the limitation of this technique to the indication of non-filing words at the beginning of a field. The possibility of identifying certain character strings within the text is not provided for. Taking examples 2 and 3 we observe that the stated conditions cannot be fulfilled. Another negative side is the number of characters to be ignored, which may not exceed nine. Also one indicator must be available for this filing indication. After BNB MARC, MARC LC and Canadian MARC also introduced this technique.

3. Separators with indicators. The use of indicators in combination with separators has been treated above.

Pointers

A final internal coding technique which seems worth studying is the one developed at the Royal Library of Belgium for the creation of the catalogs of the library of the Quetelet Fonds, a field level system. The pointer technique is rather intricate at input but has many advantages at output. Because there is inadequate documentation of this working method, we will try to give an insight into it by schematizing the procedures to be followed to create the final storage structure. At input, the cataloger in-
serts the necessary internal codes as simple separators within the text. These codes are extracted by program from the text and placed before it, at the beginning of each field. Each separator, now called pointer characteristic, is supplemented with the absolute beginning address and the length of its action area within the text. In the Quetelet Fonds the pointer characteristic is represented by one character, the address and length occupy two bytes each. The complete set of pointers (pointer characteristics, lengths, and addresses) is named pointer field. This field is incorporated in a sort of directory, starting with the sign “&” identifying the beginning of the field, followed by the length of the directory, the length of the text, and the pointer field itself. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Note that each field contains the five first bytes, even if no pointers are present. In the Quetelet Fonds, pointers are used for the following purposes: nonfiling, nonprinting, KWIC index, indication of a corporate name in the title of a periodical, etc. Examples 2, 3, and 4 should be stored in this system as represented in Figure 2.

The advantages of the pointer technique are numerous. First, we must mention the relative rapidity of the processing of the records. In fact, in order to detect a specific pointer, only the directory has to be consulted. All subsequent instructions can be executed immediately. In contrast with most of the other methods discussed, there is no objection to using pointers for all internal coding purposes needed. This enables one to pursue homogeneity in the storage format, facilitating the development of programs. Further, the physical separation of the internal codes and the text allow, in most cases, a direct clean text representation without any reformatting. Finally, unpredictable expansions of internal coding processes can easily be added without adaptation of the existing software. A great disadvantage of the pointer technique lies in the creation of the directory. The storage space occupied by the pointers is also great in comparison with the place occupied by internal codes in other methods. A further handicap is the limitation imposed at input due to the use of simple separators.
Representation of examples 2, 3, and 4 in the Quetelet Fonds format. A represents the pointer characteristic for nonprinting data; B is the pointer characteristic for nonfiling data.

Fig. 2. Pointer Technique as Applied to Bibliographic Data.

In spite of these negative arguments, we see a great interest in this method, and wish to give some suggestions in order to relieve or to eliminate some of them. Initially we must realize that the creation of a record takes place only once, while the applications are innumerable. The possibility of automatically adding some of the codes may also be considered. Data needing special treatment expressed in a consistent set of logical rules can be coded by program. Only exceptions have to be treated manually. In considering the space occupied by the directory, some profit could be imagined by trying to reduce the storage space occupied by the addresses and the lengths. There is also a solution to be found by not having systematically to provide pointer field information. One must realize that only a small percentage of the fields may contain such codes. Finally, the restrictions at input may be removed by using complex separators. Such a change does not have any repercussion on the directory.

As far as we know, the pointer technique has not been used in a subfield level system. At our library an internal processing format of the subfield level type, called FBR, is under development, in which a pointer technique based on the foregoing is incorporated.
Automatic Handling Techniques

In order to give a complete review of the methods of handling data within bibliographic text, we must also treat the methods in which both the identification and the special treatment of these data are done during the execution of the output programs. The working method can easily be demonstrated with example 1. Only the printing form must be recorded. The program for building the sort key processes a look-up table of nonfiling words including the articles *L' and *des*. The program checks every word of the printing form for a match with one of the words of the nonfiling list. The sort key is built up with all the words which are not present in this table. To treat example 4, an analogous procedure can be worked through. An equivalence list of words for which the filing form differs from the printing form is needed. If, during the construction of the sort key, a match is found with a word in the equivalence list, the correct filing form, stored in this list, is placed in the sort key. The other words are taken in their printing form. In our case, using the equivalence list, *Mc should be replaced by *MAC. In order to speed up the look-up procedures, different methods of organization of the look-up tables can be devised. Other types of automatic processing techniques can be illustrated by the special filing algorithms constructed for a correct sort of dates. For instance, in order to be able to sort B.C. and A.D. dates in a chronological order, the year 0 is replaced by the year 5000. B.C. and A.D. dates are respectively subtracted from or added to this number. Thus dates back to 5000 B.C. can be correctly treated. This technique, introduced by NYPL, is also used at LC.

The advantages of automatic handling techniques are many. No special arrangements must be made at input. Only the bibliographic elements must be introduced under the printing form and no special codes have to be added. There is no storage space wasted for storing internal codes. As negative aspects we ascertain that not all cataloging rules may be expressed in rigid systematic process steps. Examples 2 and 3 illustrate this point. One must also recognize that the special automatic handling programs must be executed repeatedly when a sort key is built up, increasing the processing time. This procedure may give some help for filing purposes, but we can hardly imagine that it really may solve all internal coding problems. Think of the instructions to be given for the choice of character type while working with a type setting machine. The automatic handling technique is very extensively applied in the NYPL programs, MARC LC has recourse to it for treating dates, and BNB MARC for personal names. None of the field level systems considered here uses this method.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Table 1 presents, for the discussed systems, a summary of the methods used for treating data in a bibliographic text. The duplication and indicator techniques have the most adherents. However, we must keep in mind
Table 1. Review of the Techniques for Special Processing of Data within Bibliographic Text Used or Planned in the Discussed Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Automatic Handling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duplication</td>
<td>Internal Codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Separators</td>
<td>Separators with Indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Multiple Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Name Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beginning of Filing Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliographie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bochum</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIKAS</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetelet Fonds</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARC LC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNB MARC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYPL</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOCLE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian MARC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that in most of the systems the duplication of data only represents an extreme solution. On the other hand, indicators are very limited in their possibilities. As far as the flexibility and application possibilities are concerned, the simple separators and the pointers present the most interesting prospects. Automatic handling techniques may produce good results for use in well-defined fields or subfields.

From the evaluations given for the different methods, we conclude that for a special application the choice of a method depends greatly on the objectives, namely the sort of special processing facilities needed, the volume of data to be treated, and the frequency of execution.
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